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WR TIKKA ADJUSTABLE TACTICAL BOLT HANDLE & KNOB, 

PURPOSELY FOR: TIKKA T3, T3X, CTR, TAC-A1 

POSSIBLE FOR: TIKKA 595, 695 (may have a slight bit of movement). 

ITEM:  This item is a bolt handle that completely replaces the factory bolt handle. 

 
DESCRIPTION:  The bolt handle is a sub-assembly that has and 
offers an adjustable knob that allows the overall length of the 
levering handle to be extended or contracted on demand.  It 
offers some great benefits through its design, being more 
leverage, more speed, more comfort and less gun movement 
during cycling. 
 
VARIANTS: The single one same WR T3 bolt handle fits ALL the 
T3 base variant rifles – T3, T3x, CTR, TAC-A1. 
 
OPTIONS AND PARTS: Go to www.watersrifleman.com for more 
details and parts. 

  

TIKKA T3 ACTIONS.  This Bolt Handle is purpose built for all the T3 action variants (T3x, CTR, TAC-A1). 

TIKKA 595 & 695:  This bolt handle was NOT purpose designed for the x95 rifles, but it does fit. Some slop or 

play may result.  Several installations have had no issues reported and has been considered acceptable. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Use the same tools needed and process to disassemble the bolt for cleaning. 

ITEM ASSEMBLY:  The bolt knob is screwed onto the bolt handle, and retained from being over-screwed off by 

a small C clip inside end of the knob.  Do not over-screw (over-wind) the knob outwards during a live fire 

activity, as it could break the C-clip, that needs time to repair (see below). 

FITTING:  Simply remove the existing bolt handle, and replace with the WR unit.  Done. 

USING:  Experiment with dry firing and the bolt knob adjusted to different positions for various lengths that 

best fit and feel while cycling the bolt.  One may wish for a different knob position depending on the firing 

position, such as off a rest, or prone with sling, sitting, standing, etc.  Practice with it using different 

techniques.  See the watersrifleman website for pictures. 

SERVICING & MAINTENANCE:  Keep clean.  If the bolt knob needs to be completely removed from the handle 

threading, simply unscrew the knob until stops, and then use force continue unscrewing.  The retaining C clip 

should break out.  To replace, screw the bolt knob on until no thread showing and fit a C clip over the bolt 

handle, then use a small screwdriver to compress the C clip into the bolt knob C clip recess. 

SPARE PARTS:  Bolt handle, bolt knob, retaining C clip, bolt knob interference friction shim. 

USE:  See the website with images showing bolt knob lengths and finger/hand positions. 

www.watersrifleman.com with any enquiries. 

* * * End * * * 


